
Preface

Kelly Biers, Joshua R. Brown, Kari Kinn, and Michael T. Putnam

The Workshop on Immigrant Languages in the Americas (WILA) began in 2010 under the

direction of Janne Bondi Johannessen (University of Oslo) and Joseph Salmons (University of

Wisconsin-Madison). Each year since, W ILA has been organized alternating between North America

and Europe and attracts a wide range of scholars and research topics. We experienced two major

disappointments in our organization over the past year. Due to the COVID -19 pandemic, WILA 11

was held virtually by the University of North Carolina-Asheville. We were unable to experience not

only the campus in person, but also the community that has come to typify our workshops.

Sadly, too, Janne Bondi Johannessen passed away on June 15, 2020 at the age of 59

(https://www.hf.uio.no/multiling/english/news -and -events/news/2020/janne-bondi-johannessen.html).

Janne will be greatly missed, but we are fortunate to have her dedication to heritage language linguistics

live on through her work and this organization. We celebrated her life and academic achievements at 

WILA 11 with a panel discussion of papers that used her groundbreaking Corpus of American Nordic 

Speech (CANS) in their analyses. 

This year’s selected proceedings reflect the growing scope of WILA, as it continues to attract 

scholars from a wider range of linguistic disciplines and languages of study. This volume includes 

studies on structural, sociolinguistic, historical, and theoretical aspects of heritage language maintenance 

and change, and reflects the increasing investigation into the role of verticalization in language shift. 

One of the interesting features of this volume is that it contains two articles on Germanic plurals, 

each taking an experimental approach to identify the levels of productivity of plural markers in two very 

different communities, offering a unique comparison. Fisher, Schuhmann, and Putnam examine the 

extent to which prosodic information has been maintained in the choice of plural allomorphs in a variety 

of Pennsylvania Dutch. The authors use judgment and completion tasks to show that speakers are indeed 

sensitive to prosodic constraints in forming plurals, but that there is also a great deal of innovation and 

variation in the community.  

Klosinski and Page investigate plural allomorphy in Argentine Hunsrück German, an understudied 

variety spoken by a Spanish-dominant community. This unique context allows the authors to explore 

the role that bilingualism plays in how (or whether) speakers produce plurals, using a completion task 

to test the productivity of various allomorphs. Once again, we are shown variation both within and 

among speakers, while illustrating an overall effect of generalization during a shift in progress. 

This year’s proceedings feature three discussions on historical written texts in heritage languages. 

Hjelde and Bjørke take a unique approach in analyzing literacy in written Norwegian among early 

generations of Norwegian-Americans. The authors use a late-nineteenth century Norwegian reader and 

accompanying glossary as their primary data source and analyze them using a theory on reading 

processes to understand what these two texts say about the reading abilities of young Norwegian-

Americans at the time. This is further contextualized within the patterns of language shift to English 

around the same time, providing an insight into how schools were responding and adapting to new 

linguistic norms.  

Rocker explores questions of language maintenance and shift using early-twentieth century East 

Frisian-American newspaper samples along with letters to the editor, as well as one reader’s diary, to 

identify patterns of written language use various levels in different domains. This approach provides a 

glimpse into the changing linguistic habits at the individual level, and how those are reflected—or not—

in community-facing texts. The author also demonstrates how choices in alternating among, or even 

mixing High German, Low German, and English, are indicative of the social uses of these languages at 

the time.  

Litty also takes a sociolinguistic approach to historical written texts, using a collection of letters 

received by a German immigrant from family members still living in Germany to illustrate the 

importance of understanding links between social networks and patterns of language usage. It is not just 
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the language used within these documents that is worthy of study, but also the content that helps paint a 

detailed picture of the relationships between letter writers and the recipient, and therefore the kinds of 

sociolinguistic ties the heritage speaker maintained in Germany. This, the author argues, may help us 

better understand how regional features might be transmitted or maintained in a heritage language, given 

the variety in strength and regionality of social networks maintained by speakers in a community. 

Sociolinguistic contextualization of language maintenance and shift has increasingly been a present 

theme at WILA. Mohammed investigates maintenance of Arabic as a heritage language using a language 

socialization framework to analyze interviews of Muslim Arabic-heritage speaking children. Both the 

networks into which children are socialized, as well as the process of that socialization, are shown to be 

reflected in children’s heritage language development. However, the author shows the importance of 

considering children as agents in heritage language maintenance as well, given their awareness of social 

functions of heritage language at a community level, as well as their own innovations in making the 

language relevant to their peer networks.   

Bousquette and Natvig’s analysis of the gendered division of labor brings new light to research on 

the relationship between increased specialization of labor in a heritage language community and their 

shift toward the majority language. While it is shown that gender is indeed a salient factor in the 

distribution of heritage language monolinguals in two different communities in the Upper Midwest, the 

authors argue that this must be interpreted carefully by taking into consideration the different kinds of 

labor men and women were engaged in, and how this affected their social networks differently.  

Kleih provides an addition to an increasing number of heritage language studies examining states 

of postvernacularity, wherein a heritage language is no longer in use in a particular community, but still 

holds symbolic function. In this case, the community identity of Föhr Frisian-Americans is examined in 

relation not only to the linguistic habits of immigrant communities following their settlement in the U.S., 

but crucially also considering the ethnolinguistic history of the departing emigrants. The complexity of 

the multicultural and multilingual context from which these communities originated is reflected in 

interviews conducted by the researcher and shows the importance of a holistic approach to studies of 

language and identity. 

This volume concludes with a reflection on the verticalization model of language shift, particularly 

as it relates to the last generation of heritage speakers in a particular community. Salmons provides a 

useful overview of this theory and how it has been applied to heritage language studies before describing 

a preliminary comparative study of several heritage language communities in the Upper Midwest. Using 

U.S. census data as well as information gathered from several researchers on these language groups, the 

author shows a striking similarity in the timing in which they rapidly shifted to English as the acquired 

first language, thus lending further support and intriguing new trajectories in research for the 

verticalization model of language shift. 
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